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r provides a method of U6decomposing” a subcYass of ETOL languages into 
languages. This allows one to use every known example of a language which 
is not P determinktic ETOL language to produce languages which are not ETOL languages.. 
systems orighated from. the vwrk of ndenmayer (see [12)). Although 
hitdally propossi as a theory for the <levelopment of the 
turned out to be useful and interesting from both the biological 
cilitate proofs that certain la 
available (see, e.g., 
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in a deterministic ETOL system, and quite a number of examples of languages that 
are not deterministic ETOL languages are already availabie (see, e.g”, [7,$]). 
As a corollary of our results we get that the family of EKRIL h~nguages is strictly 
Included in the family of index languages of P&O (see [I]>. This was an open pro- 
blem (see, e.g., [2,17,%8]). 
e assume the reader to be faar.i?liar with; rudiments of formal language theory, 
e.g., in the scope of the &rst four ch@ers of 191, and basic de&&ions of ETOL sys- 
terns (e.g., [10)). 
2. Definitions and teminoIogy 
= <I?, 9, o, C ) be an ETOL system. For P in f;p let c(P) 
denote the subset of 2p defined as follows: for arbitrary r in 2’, Ts C(P) if a& 
only if for every w in V’ there exists exactly one a in V* such that (a, a) E T. 
Now an ETOL system H = (V, !?, o, X ) is called the co&M~o&zQ~ complete 
se&on of G if g = {T: T E C(P) for some P in 9). 
We have now the &bIlowing obvious result. 
Lemma 2.2. rfW is the cmnhztoriaaaly complete version of G, hen L(H) ,C L(G). 
Let G = (Vi, 9, a, Z) Y=e an ETOL system. 
We can talk about words over 5P (thus elements from P*) representing functions 
from Y* into Y* in the obvious sense. Thus for a word x over V* and for a word z 
aver *P* we use z(x) to denote the set of all words that can be obtained from x when 
applying the sequence of tables z. 
A co&g is a homomorphism which maps a letter into a letter. 
n this section we shall present he main result of this paper heorem 3.3). 
- First, however, we need a def.nition (Definitioal 3.1) and an auxiliary 
[Lemma 3.2) which is interesting on its own. 
result 
*. Let b be in K 
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. Let G be a TOL system over cu1 alphabet V and let h be a homomor- 
V*. i’f G ik h-deterministic, then there exists a DTOL system H such that 
RWB% Let W be the combinatorially complete version of G. From Lemma 2.2 it 
follows that h(L(H)) s h(L(G)). 
On the other hand as G is h-deterministic, it is clear that h(L(G)) s h(L(H)) 
(this can be easily proved, and we leave the proof to the reader). Thus h(LiH)) = 
WXG)). 0 
Tkorem 3.3. 3ct &, C2 be two disjoint alphubets. Let & s Xr, K2 c c,* and 
let f be a sm$ective function from & onto &. Let K = (nf(w) : Y e Kl 3. 
IJ) If K =% an ETOL language, then Kz is an ED 
(ii) ib..oreover if f is bijective, then also Kl is an ECTOL language. 
Proof. Let us assume that K is an ETOL language. It is known (see [9]) that 
each ETOL language. ic a coding of a TGL language. Thus there exist :I TOL system 
G = <V, p,o, ;“‘I) and a coding h from V+ into Z* (whxe C = I:, i/ C,) such 
that K = h (L(G)). Let h2 be a homomorphism from V* into Z* defined as follows: 
for a in V, h,(a) 7 
h(a) if h (a) E X2, 
A otherwise. 
We shsli prove first that G is h,-deterministic. This will be accomplisb,ed once 
WC hxve shown that for every b in V whenever x1 tx2 !xs E L(G) (for some x1, x2, x3 
in V”) and 7 E P, then for every yl, y2 in z(b) we have h2(yl) = h2 &). To prove 
this we have to consider 3 cases. 
(a) h (y&z X:. 
For every Z1 in ‘t (x1), X2 in I: Ix,) and XJ in z (x3), h (&) h (y2) h &) h (yl) h &) E K” 
*and so h(y3) E CT. Thus h2(y1) = h&) = A. 
n r: (x1), X2 in z (x,J and X3 in z (x3> ZVK!. L’UI every i, j .i:l { 1,2}, 
Jl@, ) h(yJ A&) h(rfi) h (2,) E K with h (if,) = z1z2 for some zp igi, XT and z2 in 
= z2 h (j+) h (x2) h (IQ) h (F3). Q2) ad. so h&J = 
thzn it is clear 
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(i) Now the proof that KZ is an ED.rOL language s _ goes as follows. The function f
is an onto function and SO hz(L (@)3 = {f(w) Thm-em 3.3, 
there exists a DTOL system H such that h,(L ut it is known 
(see [13!. diagram IN]) that if a language is a homomorphic image of a DTOL lan- 
guage then it is an EDTOL language. Consequently, K’ is an EDTOL language which 
completes the proof of part (i) of the theorem. 
(ii) Tp prove that & is an EDTOL language (if f is bijective) we proceed as follows : 
t & 8 word X, xmi, denotes the mirror image of x and for a language M, Mmir = 
( x l X E M} ). Let fmir be a function from Kimlr into KSmlr defined by&,, (x) = 3’ xnsr l 
if and only if&& = Ymtr* It is clear that fmir is a biljection from KI,1, onto KZmlr. 
ut 
l 
K mir = {(f(w)hnir Wmft : Wmit E K,) = {xfLZXxl : x E K2111ir)* 
Applying (i) to the language Kmlr we get that KImir is an EDT L language. But, 
obviously, the class of EDTOL languages i closed with respect o the operation of 
taking t.hc mirror image and so K1 must be an EDTOL language. Thus (ii) is proved. q 
will provide :~ow several examples of languages which are not BTOL languages. 
s we will do it with the use of Theorem 3.3, let us first recall some examples of 
languages that are not in 2 (EDT9L). 
1 (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [3,7]). Let’ WI = {x E: {O, l}+ : 1x1 = 2” for 
some n >= 0). WI & m@ (EDTOL). 
(Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [S]). Let, for each a’ >, 1, Ci = { [, . . . 
g.gt [,1, .-, 1) and let CUs be the languagegenerated by the context-jikee grammar H(C&i = 
<{&}f Zr,~,S), where 
Pi= {S-,[S~~:1~j~i)u{S-,[~~:1~j~i}u{S-+[ ]:l<j<i). 
1 J J J 
For euery i > II, Q, is not in &‘(EDTOL). 
or our next result we assume t e reader to be familiar wit 
fined, e.g., in [M, pa 210]. 
(Ehrenfeucht and ozenberg [a]). r K is c?1 Q~ck Z~~~~~~~ over
tm slphdet of at least eight letters, thefl 
prove th42 following results. 
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is follows directly from Tazeorem 3.3(i) and Lemma 4.1. m 
Finally we can settle an open problem (see, e.g., [2,18]) whether or not the class 
of indexed languages (see [1]) properly contains the class of ETQL languages. H,et 
2 @ND) den e the class of indexed languages. (Now we assume that the reader is 
familiar with Cl).) 
be a finite alphabet and let I: = (U : a E Z). Let h be Q ho- 
to E* defined by h(a) = Z, for evc;*y a in Z. Let K be a contextrm 
f-ee language over C such that K is not an EDTOL langwge. Then the language 
Ng = { w(h ( ;)3mir :weK) is in E(IN but is not in 2 (ETOL). 
roof. If a language iscontext-free, then it can be generated by a right linear indexed 
right linear grammar (see [ 1, Lemma 6.11). Thus, obviously, MK C 2 (IND). On the 
other hand Theorem 3.3 implies that M’ is not in L? (ETOL). q 
Now, Proposition .5, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 imply the following results. 
. For every i > 1, M,, E _Q ND) - A? (ETOL). 
C:~rollapy 4.7. If K is a Dyck language ovm an alphabet of ::t least eight letters, 
ND) - _&? (ET&). 
end this paper with the following rem.ark. 
t is shown in [ 191 that the result presented in Theorem 3.3 is quite typical 
for several families of parallel languages (in the sense of Salomaa [13]). 
The two first authors would like to than 
r the second au1 
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ick for arranging 
the Computer Science 
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